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Electronic skin 

3	  

v  Touch	  (pressure)	  sensors	  

v  Temperature	  sensors	  	  

v  Chemical	  sensors	  

v  Flexible,	  stretchable	  materials	  

v  Self-‐powered	  –	  stretchable	  solar	  cells	  

v  Self	  healing	  
	  

New	  materials	  different	  from	  those	  used	  in	  convenKonal	  electronics	  must	  be	  
developed	  to	  enable	  e-‐skins	  with	  versaKle	  funcKons	  

Electronic	  skin:	  electronic	  devices	  that	  mimic	  skin	  funcKon	  	  

3	  

§  To	  build	  electronic	  skin	  devices,	  new	  materials	  need	  to	  be	  developed	  to	  enable	  
versaKle	  skin	  funcKons	  

A	  Sokolov,	  Z	  Bao,	  Acc.	  Chem.	  Research,	  2012,	  45,	  361	  
M	  Hammock,	  Z	  Bao,	  Adv.	  Mater.,	  2013,	  25,	  5997	  



Various materials for electronic skin in our group 

1	  	  Microstructured	  PDMS	  (polydimethylsiloxane)	  

2.	  ConducKng	  spray-‐deposited	  CNT	  arrays	  

3.	  New	  conjugated	  polymer	  (polyisoindigobithiophene-‐siloxane	  (PiI2T-‐Si))	  

4.	  Self-‐healing	  polymer	  

5.	  Graphene?	  
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Figure 1 | Fabrication of microstructured PDMS films. a, Schematic process for the fabrication of microstructured PDMS films. A dilute solution of the
PDMS mixture of base and cross-linker in hexane is drop cast onto a Si wafer mould (Step 1) containing arrays of the inverse of the features to be replicated
(Step 2). The PDMS film is vacuum-degassed and partially cured. An ITO-coated PET substrate is laminated to the mould, and the PDMS film is cured
under pressure at a temperature of 70 �C for about three hours (Step 3). Application of even pressure during the curing is crucial to obtain arrays of PDMS
features with uniform size across the entire substrate. After curing, the flexible substrate is peeled off the mould (Step 4). b, Top, SEM images of the
microstructured PDMS films. Two-dimensional arrays of square pyramids are formed from arrays of pyramidal recesses etched into the face of a (100)-cut
Si-wafer mould (left). Line features can also be produced and show the same uniformity and regularity across centimetre length scales as is observed with
the pyramidal feature arrays (right). Bottom, The pressure-sensitive structured PDMS films can be moulded at full-wafer scale (100 mm) with high
uniformity and fidelity on a variety of flexible, plastic substrates (shown here is aluminium-coated PET film).

pressure-sensitive dielectric thin films, especially with regard to
integration with artificial skin. However, although thicker solid
PDMS films (millimetre to several hundredmicrometres) are nearly
fully elastic in the <100 kPa pressure regime, thin films of only a
few micrometres in thickness are subject to significant visco-elastic
creep. This results in increased relaxation times after compression
due to irreversible entanglement of polymer chains and the lack
of deformable surfaces, that is, inability to displace material in

response to a load. Microstructuring the PDMS thin films provides
voids that enable the microstructure surfaces to elastically deform
on application of external pressure, thereby storing and releasing
the energy reversibly, and thus minimizing the problems associated
with visco-elastic behaviour.

The microstructured surface was fabricated by moulding a
surface topology into the PDMS films before cross-linking, as
shown in Fig. 1a. The microstructures in the PDMS film are regular

860 NATUREMATERIALS | VOL 9 | OCTOBER 2010 | www.nature.com/naturematerials
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pressure-sensitive dielectric thin films, especially with regard to
integration with artificial skin. However, although thicker solid
PDMS films (millimetre to several hundredmicrometres) are nearly
fully elastic in the <100 kPa pressure regime, thin films of only a
few micrometres in thickness are subject to significant visco-elastic
creep. This results in increased relaxation times after compression
due to irreversible entanglement of polymer chains and the lack
of deformable surfaces, that is, inability to displace material in

response to a load. Microstructuring the PDMS thin films provides
voids that enable the microstructure surfaces to elastically deform
on application of external pressure, thereby storing and releasing
the energy reversibly, and thus minimizing the problems associated
with visco-elastic behaviour.

The microstructured surface was fabricated by moulding a
surface topology into the PDMS films before cross-linking, as
shown in Fig. 1a. The microstructures in the PDMS film are regular
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Figure 2 | Characterization of the capacitive pressure response of
microstructured PDMS films. a, Pressure-response curves for different
types of microstructured PDMS films of feature size 6 µm (both size and
pitch). The structured PDMS films exhibit a much higher pressure
sensitivity than the unstructured PDMS films of the same thickness. The
maximum slope of the relative capacitance change of the pyramidal film in
the 0.2 kPa range is 0.55 kPa�1. This is about 30 times higher than the
sensitivity of the unstructured film in the same range. b, Relaxation and
steady-state curves for different types of feature after loading (15 kPa for
4 s) and unloading. Both structured and unstructured PDMS films show
immediate response to the application of pressure. However, the structured
PDMS films exhibit relaxation times in the millisecond range on complete
release of the pressure, whereas the unstructured films return to the
original unloaded state capacitance after more than 10 s. c, The
microstructured PDMS films are able to sense the application of very small
pressures. Shown is the capacitance change on placing and removing a
bluebottle fly (20 mg) on an area of 64 mm2, corresponding to a pressure
of only 3 Pa.

and uniform (2–3% pitch fidelity) across the full size of the wafer
mould, as can be seen from the highly parallel rows of identically
high pyramids in scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (top
of Fig. 1b and insets). Features are replicated with high quality even
on very thin (<100 µm) and highly flexible plastic sheets (bottom
of Fig. 1b). This is important for the large-area compatibility of a
pressure sensor with a capacitive sensing scheme, because the tallest
three PDMS features will always determine the contact plane for the
counter-electrode; thus a small variance in the height of the features
ensures a clearly defined and reproducible top contact plane.

The pressure sensitivity of the microstructured PDMS films
was tested in thin-film capacitors that were completed by
laminating an indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated conductive flexible
poly(ethyleneterephthalate) (PET) sheet on top of the PDMS film
surface. Here we limit the discussion to 6-µm-sized PDMS features.
Smaller features down to 3 µm were also produced with excellent
and consistent quality, as well as reproducible pressure sensitivity.
Even greater sensitivity was obtained with features smaller than
3 µm, but they were more susceptible to defects as a result of
imperfections in the Si mould. To apply a well-defined load, a
motorized z-stage was used in combination with a force gauge.
The size of the square pressure-sensitive pad was 64mm2. A small
glass plate of equal size (‘zero weight’, 10mg) was placed between
the capacitor surface and force gauge tip, offering two benefits:
(1) improved lamination between the two flexible film sheets and
(2) increased area over which the force was applied, enabling
measurement of very low pressures. Figure 2a shows the pressure
response for two consecutive measurements (first run, filled
symbols; second run, open symbols) of pressure sensitivity on three
different PDMS film types: pyramidal, linear and unstructured
(planar thin film). The pressure sensitivity S can be defined as the
slope of the traces in Fig. 2a (S = �(1C/C0)/�p = (1/C0)⇤�C/�p,
where p denotes the applied pressure, and C and C0 denote
the capacitances with and without applied pressure, respectively).
The pressure sensitivity of the unstructured film (0.02 kPa�1) was
substantially lower than those of the structured films. In the<2 kPa
pressure range, the sensitivity of the line-structured films was five
times larger than that of the unstructured film (0.1 kPa�1), and the
pyramids showed a sensitivity of 0.55 kPa�1, currently highest for
a plastic thin-film pressure sensor. Both types of microstructured
film show very little hysteresis (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. S1)
and can be reproducibly cycled thousands of times (Supplementary
Fig. S2). The 6⇥6 µm2 pyramid-structured PDMS films can reliably
detect the placement or removal of an ultrasmall weight such
as a bluebottle fly (weight: 20mg) onto a small glass plate that
covers the entire sensor area (Fig. 2c). This corresponds to a very
small pressure of only 3 Pa. We are not aware of any flexible
pressure sensor with such high sensitivity to the application of
static pressure loads. The dramatic increase in sensitivity of the
structured films over the unstructured films can be attributed to two
main factors: (1) there is far less elastic resistance in the structured
films because of the air voids in the PDMS film, and (2) when
the structured films are compressed the displaced volume is air,
which has a lower dielectric constant ("=1.0) than PDMS ("⇠3.0).
Therefore, the increase in capacitance in the structured film arises
from the reduction in the distance between the two electrode
plates, and is enhanced further by the increase in effective dielectric
constant. Hence, the pyramid-structured PDMS film in particular
gave an almost 30-fold improvement in the pressure sensitivity
compared with the unstructured film. There is a reduction in
sensitivity at pressures > 2 kPa, which is most noticeable in the
pyramid-structured films, where the sensitivity dropped to about
S⇠ 0.15 kPa�1. In real-world applications this is desirable, because
this progressive damping increases the range of detectable pressure
to higher loads, at which high sensitivity is not required. The
sensitivity decrease is attributed to the increasing elastic resistance

NATUREMATERIALS | VOL 9 | OCTOBER 2010 | www.nature.com/naturematerials 861

Integrate	  microstructured	  PDMS	  as	  dielectric	  layer	  to	  form	  a	  capaciKve	  pressure	  sensor	  
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Advantages of Graphene 

1.	  The	  electrons	  in	  graphene	  behave	  as	  massless	  Dirac	  Fermions	  

•  High	  electron	  mobility	  
(15,000	  cm2/Vs	  in	  
Experiment;	  200,000	  
cm2/Vs	  in	  Theory);	  

•  ResisKvity	  10-‐6Ωm	  
	  	  	  	  	  lower	  than	  silver	  

2.	  It	  is	  flexible,	  transparent	  and	  biocompaKble	  

S	  Sarma,	  Review	  of	  Modern	  Physics,	  2011,	  83,	  407	  
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Outline 

1)  Bao	  Group	  research	  on	  soluKon	  processed	  graphene	  

b)	  	  	  To	  open	  up	  band	  gap	  

2)	  	  	  To	  control	  graphene	  electronic	  properKes	  via	  graphene-‐
organic	  interface	  

a)	  	  To	  control	  Fermi	  level	  	  

6	  



Work in Bao group using RGO 

tion because it generates a substantial amount of par-
tially reduced byproducts. Stankovitch et al. have ob-
tained similar conclusions from their analysis of GO
reduced in hydrazine solutions.3 Since our goal is to
find out the best possible performance of GO transpar-
ent electrodes, we did not pursue it further in this work.
However, investigation of an efficient chemical reduc-
tion method is essential for reduction of annealing tem-
perature in the future. Our XPS results also show that
the conductivity enhancement that we observe be-
tween films treated with hydrazine and those treated
with the combination of hydrazine and 400 °C anneal-
ing is due to a real chemical difference and is not due to
improved sheet to sheet contact caused by film consoli-
dation during the annealing step, as was proposed in
the case of GO!silica composites.10 Finally, when con-
sidered together with the electrical characterization
data, the XPS analysis shows that even a relatively mod-
est increase in the content of nonoxygenated carbon
causes a significant boost in electrical performance.

Next we prepared spin-coated GO films of various
thicknesses and reduced them through the combined
hydrazine!400 °C treatment or the 1100 °C graphitiza-
tion method. Figure 6A is a photograph of a series of GO
films deposited on quartz slides, where the leftmost
sample is an unreduced GO control and the rest are
high-temperature-reduced GO films with thickness in-
creasing from left to right. There is a marked transmis-
sion difference between the nonreduced and the re-

duced material that is evident when comparing the
first and third films from the left, which have similar
thicknesses. This darkening of the reduced material has
been observed previously8 and suggests partial restora-
tion of the !-electron system in the GO. We find that, in-
dependent of thickness, our films have a flat optical
transmittance profile across the visible and near-
infrared region of the spectrum (Figure 6B), making
them potentially desirable for solar cell,23 display, and
optical communication applications.24 Indeed, by plot-
ting sheet resistance versus optical transmittance at 550
nm wavelength of our films (see Figure 6C), we iden-

Figure 5. High-resolution XPS narrow scans of the N 1s re-
gion for the films in Figure 4. (A) Nonreduced GO film mate-
rial deposited on an APTES-treated quartz slide shows slight
indication of nitrogen, possibly from the APTES layer. (B)
Hydrazyne-vapor treated sample shows a well-defined and
significant nitrogen peak (arrow). (C) Sample treated with
hydrazine vapor plus annealing at 400 °C under argon flow
clearly shows nitrogen content, although in less degree than
(B), likely because of the thermal treatment. (D) Film graphi-
tized at 1100 °C shows no nitrogen signal.

Figure 6. Optical and electrical characterization of spin-
coated GO films on quartz. (A) Photograph of an unreduced
(leftmost) and a series of high-temperature reduced GO films
of increasing thickness. Black scale bar is 1 cm. (B) Optical
transmittance spectra of the films in (A) with the film thick-
ness indicated. (C) Comparison of the dependence of sheet
resistance vs optical transmittance to 550 nm light for films
reduced using two different methods. (D) Film conductivity
vs % transmittance for films shown in (C).

A
RTIC

LE

www.acsnano.org VOL. 2 ! NO. 3 ! 463–470 ! 2008 467

H	  Becerril,	  Z	  Bao,	  ACS	  Nano	  2008,	  2,	  463	  

Thermal	  graphiKzaKon	  from	  Graphene	  oxide	  (GO)	  to	  reduced	  graphene	  oxide	  (RGO)	  

~	  100	  Ω/sq	  @	  80%	  
transmihance	  for	  
550nm	  light	  

Advantages	  of	  GO:	  
•  SoluKon	  processible	  
•  Flexible	  	  
•  Transparent	  
•  Large	  scale	  and	  low	  cost	  

Main	  challenge:	  low	  conducKvity	  	  

7	  



Reduction of graphene oxide   

sured film thickness using AFM or profilometry. Figure
3A presents two groups of films with distinct optical
transmittance, which include a nonreduced film and
films treated with hydrazine vapor, hydrazine-vapor
plus 400 °C annealing, and 1100 °C graphitization, and
compares their respective sheet resistance. In general,
thinner (thicker) films are more (less) transparent irre-
spective of reduction method, but within each group
the thickness of individual films can vary. In Figure 3B
the thickness of the films has been used to calculate the
conductivity of the samples in panel A. Both figures
clearly show a trend in the electrical properties of films
reduced by different methods, with sheet resistance
(conductivity) decreasing (increasing) in the order unre-
duced ! hydrazine vapor ! hydrazine plus 400 °C an-
nealing ! 1100 °C graphitization. To elucidate the
causes behind this trend, we used X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS, PHI-5000 Versaprobe, ULVAC-PHI
Inc., Osaka, Japan) to probe effect of the different reduc-
tion treatments on the composition of the GO films.

Figure 4 shows high-resolution narrow scans from
the carbon region of nonreduced and reduced films,
with the three most prominent deconvoluted compo-
nents of the C 1s envelope shown in each panel. This

analysis revealed that the relative content of carbon
not bound to oxygen (C"C, #284.5 eV peak) follows
the same trend as the film conductivity. We also ob-
served substantial incorporation of nitrogen in both
hydrazine-treated samples (Figure 4, panels B and C),
and the presence of this element in these films was con-
firmed by XPS analysis of the nitrogen region (see Fig-
ure 5, panels B and C). Similar nitrogenated carbon sig-
nals in hydrazine-treated GO have been observed and
attributed to partial reduction of carbonyl functional-
ities to hydrazone groups.3,6 We see that annealing at
400 °C reduces the nitrogenated carbon content, likely
through desorption of nitrogen. These results indicate
that chemical reduction with hydrazine vapor alone is
less efficient than the other two methods of GO reduc-

Figure 3. Comparison of the electrical properties of GO films
of different optical transparency after undergoing different
reduction treatments. (A) Measured sheet resistance of the
films. (B) Film conductivity calculated from the sheet resis-
tance and the film thickness. Thickness of the films in the
90% transmittance group is 8.5, 5.0, 2.9, and 8.1 nm from
left to right. The corresponding thickness averages are 55.3,
30.9, and 66.9 nm for the films in the 30% transmittance
group. Figure 4. High-resolution XPS analysis of the effect of differ-

ent reduction treatments on the GO films. Deconvolution re-
vealed the presence of COC (#284.8 eV), CON (#285.7
eV), COO (286.2), CAO (#287.8 eV) species in the film. The
percentage of deoxidized carbon (COC, #284.5 eV) in each
film is indicated in the figure. (A) Nonreduced film. (B)
Hydrazine-vapor treated film. (C) Hydrazine-vapor plus an-
nealing at 400 °C. (D) Thermal annealing at 1100 °C in
vacuum. The significant CON signal in panels C and D sug-
gests formation of hydrazone groups during the hydrazine
treatment. The F signal at #292 eV, most evident in panel C,
is caused by contamination from the vacuum system.
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H	  Becerril,	  Z	  Bao,	  ACS	  Nano	  2008,	  2,	  463	  

Sheet	  resistance	  decreases	  (Film	  conducKvity	  
increases):	  non-‐reduced,	  hydrazine,	  hydrazine
+400°C,	  graphiKzaKon	  at	  1100°C	  
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Hydrazine+400°C	  
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spective of reduction method, but within each group
the thickness of individual films can vary. In Figure 3B
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spectroscopy (XPS, PHI-5000 Versaprobe, ULVAC-PHI
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tion treatments on the composition of the GO films.

Figure 4 shows high-resolution narrow scans from
the carbon region of nonreduced and reduced films,
with the three most prominent deconvoluted compo-
nents of the C 1s envelope shown in each panel. This
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not bound to oxygen (C"C, #284.5 eV peak) follows
the same trend as the film conductivity. We also ob-
served substantial incorporation of nitrogen in both
hydrazine-treated samples (Figure 4, panels B and C),
and the presence of this element in these films was con-
firmed by XPS analysis of the nitrogen region (see Fig-
ure 5, panels B and C). Similar nitrogenated carbon sig-
nals in hydrazine-treated GO have been observed and
attributed to partial reduction of carbonyl functional-
ities to hydrazone groups.3,6 We see that annealing at
400 °C reduces the nitrogenated carbon content, likely
through desorption of nitrogen. These results indicate
that chemical reduction with hydrazine vapor alone is
less efficient than the other two methods of GO reduc-

Figure 3. Comparison of the electrical properties of GO films
of different optical transparency after undergoing different
reduction treatments. (A) Measured sheet resistance of the
films. (B) Film conductivity calculated from the sheet resis-
tance and the film thickness. Thickness of the films in the
90% transmittance group is 8.5, 5.0, 2.9, and 8.1 nm from
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30.9, and 66.9 nm for the films in the 30% transmittance
group. Figure 4. High-resolution XPS analysis of the effect of differ-

ent reduction treatments on the GO films. Deconvolution re-
vealed the presence of COC (#284.8 eV), CON (#285.7
eV), COO (286.2), CAO (#287.8 eV) species in the film. The
percentage of deoxidized carbon (COC, #284.5 eV) in each
film is indicated in the figure. (A) Nonreduced film. (B)
Hydrazine-vapor treated film. (C) Hydrazine-vapor plus an-
nealing at 400 °C. (D) Thermal annealing at 1100 °C in
vacuum. The significant CON signal in panels C and D sug-
gests formation of hydrazone groups during the hydrazine
treatment. The F signal at #292 eV, most evident in panel C,
is caused by contamination from the vacuum system.
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X-‐ray	  photoelectron	  spectroscopy	  (XPS)	  	  

B	  and	  C:	  significant	  C-‐N	  signals,	  forming	  
hydrazone	  groups,	  parKally	  reduced	  
byproducts	  
D:	  indicates	  higher	  conducKvity	  is	  due	  to	  
higher	  percentage	  of	  C-‐C	  bond	  
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nals in hydrazine-treated GO have been observed and
attributed to partial reduction of carbonyl functional-
ities to hydrazone groups.3,6 We see that annealing at
400 °C reduces the nitrogenated carbon content, likely
through desorption of nitrogen. These results indicate
that chemical reduction with hydrazine vapor alone is
less efficient than the other two methods of GO reduc-

Figure 3. Comparison of the electrical properties of GO films
of different optical transparency after undergoing different
reduction treatments. (A) Measured sheet resistance of the
films. (B) Film conductivity calculated from the sheet resis-
tance and the film thickness. Thickness of the films in the
90% transmittance group is 8.5, 5.0, 2.9, and 8.1 nm from
left to right. The corresponding thickness averages are 55.3,
30.9, and 66.9 nm for the films in the 30% transmittance
group. Figure 4. High-resolution XPS analysis of the effect of differ-

ent reduction treatments on the GO films. Deconvolution re-
vealed the presence of COC (#284.8 eV), CON (#285.7
eV), COO (286.2), CAO (#287.8 eV) species in the film. The
percentage of deoxidized carbon (COC, #284.5 eV) in each
film is indicated in the figure. (A) Nonreduced film. (B)
Hydrazine-vapor treated film. (C) Hydrazine-vapor plus an-
nealing at 400 °C. (D) Thermal annealing at 1100 °C in
vacuum. The significant CON signal in panels C and D sug-
gests formation of hydrazone groups during the hydrazine
treatment. The F signal at #292 eV, most evident in panel C,
is caused by contamination from the vacuum system.
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OTFT using RGO as electrodes 

part to film-morphology considerations.1,41 As will be
shown below, our BC PQTBTz-C12/RGO devices did
achieve higher FET-! than corresponding BC PQTBTz-
C12/gold controls. These observed improvements in
OTFT performance are likely due at least in part to the
influence of RGO electrodes on the morphology of the
semiconductor thin-film, which might facilitate charge
injection. A recent report50 describing the use of RGO as
a gold-modification layer in BC pentacene OTFTs also
concurs that RGO improves charge injection into penta-
cene, achieving a maximum FET-! of 1.3 " 10#1 cm2

V#1 s#1. The benefit of the higher mobilities achieved
using RGO electrodes may be counterbalanced with the
operational issues that arise from the high resistivity of
RGO itself. Thus, under continued operation, devices
bearing RGO electrodes are likely to experience local
heating at the electrode/semiconductor interface,
which could, depending on the temperatures reached,
physically or chemically accelerate the degradation of
the organic semiconductor layer. While such a scenario
might not be too worrisome for proof-of-concept de-
vices and circuits, the issue of high RGO resistivity
should be resolved either by doping or by improved
preparative methods before the material is truly useful
in large-format, heavy use applications.

Figure 6 panels B, D, and F display the output curve
series, or the plot of IDS vs drain-source voltage (VDS),
measured at incremental VG values for pentacene,
F16CuPc, and PQTBTz-C12 on RGO electrodes, respec-
tively. Generally speaking these measurements provide
more information regarding the physics of the devices
than the corresponding transfer curves. As such we can
see the pentacene curves (Figure 6B) have a sublinear
onset, with the bending of the curves becoming more
noticeable as the magnitude of VG increases. In spite of
this feature, the curves achieve excellent saturation be-
havior, although the current scaling between curves is
not fully quadratic. The F16CuPc curves in Figure 6D
show linear onsets with well-developed saturation re-
gions for all VG traces. The scaling increases more rap-
idly than pentacene OTFTs, although it is still not qua-
dratic. To a first approximation the energetics for
charge injection alone do not explain why the penta-

cene has charge injection difficulties since the level of
its highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is re-
ported at 4.96 eV,51 significantly closer to the RGO work-
function (5.01 eV) than the lowest unoccupied molecu-
lar orbital (LUMO) of the F16CuPc, reported at 4.80 eV.52

Importantly, literature reported values often capture
the conditions at the top surface of the semiconductor
films, while additional factors such as interface polariza-
tion53 and local orientation effects of semiconductor
molecules at the contact surface need to be consid-
ered to rationalize charge injection barriers in the ac-
tual devices.54,55 Despite the lower contact resistance
than gold-BC devices, our RGO devices still show signifi-
cant contact resistance at low drain#source voltages.
Finally, Figure 6F shows the curves for the conjugated
polymer. In this case we see a complete shift of the
curves to higher VDS values indicating a significant con-
tact resistance that must be overcome before current
can efficiently flow through the device. The output
traces do reach saturation and seem to show good scal-
ing, yet the inferior quality of this device is clear from
the onset shift and in the instability of the high VG trace.
We propose that the relatively poor performance of
these polymer devices may be partially due to the non-
optimized solution-processing involved in their
fabrication.

Finally, Table 1 compares key performance param-
eters for RGO-based and gold-based OTFTs for each of
the three semiconductors. In every case, currents, mo-
bilities, and ION/IOFF ratios are higher for the RGO-
electrode devices than for the gold electrode devices,
once again suggesting that charge injection is more ef-
ficient at the RGO/organic semiconductor interface. Fur-
thermore we observe that the performance enhance-
ment is slightly higher for small molecules than for the
polymer which might be correlated with film morphol-
ogy effects at the RGO electrodes. For example, average
FET-! is at least a factor of $17" higher in RGO than
in gold for pentacene and F16CuPc, while it is only a fac-
tor of $9" higher in RGO for the conjugated polymer.
This may be related to the greater ease with which small
organic semiconductor molecules form ordered do-
mains in the solid state compared to the larger mol-

TABLE 1. Comparative Transistor Performance of RGO and Gold-Based OTFT Devices

material contact IDS
a av FET-!b max FET-!c Vth

d ION/IOFF
e

pentacene RGO 1.19 " 10#4 % 9% 1.80 " 10#1 % 14% 2.11 " 10#1 #7.0 % 0.6 5.23 " 106

gold 9.95 " 10#6 % 9% 1.05 " 10#2 % 0.2% 1.05 " 10#2 #1.9 % 3.8 5.75 " 105

F16CuPc RGO 1.60 " 10#5 % 26% 2.76 " 10#2 % 23% 3.30 " 10#2 26.1 % 3.4 1.00 " 107

gold 4.41 " 10#7 % 17% 1.10 " 10#3 % 25% 1.38 " 10#3 38.7 % 1.0 6.23 " 105

PQTBTz-C12 RGO 6.34 " 10#6 % 75% 8.96 " 10#3 % 77% 1.47 " 10#2 #11.1 % 9.9 1.04 " 106

gold 4.65 " 10#7 % 13% 1.07 " 10#3 % 15% 1.20 " 10#3 #24.7 % 8.4 3.54 " 104

aAverage drain-source current at the end maximum of the transfer curve, given in amps, dispersion indicated as a relative standard deviation (RSD). bAverage field-effect
mobility given in cm2 V#1 s#1. cMaximum field-effect mobility measured on that material, given in cm2 V#1 s#1. dAverage threshold voltage of OTFT operation, given in volts.
eAverage ratio of the IDS currents in the ON and in the OFF state.
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FabricaKon	  process	  of	  RGO	  electrodes	  

using RGO in these devices compared to traditional ma-
terials include high material abundance, high material
stability, lower material cost, simpler and less costly pro-
cessing, and suitability for large area applications.

Previous work in the community has demonstrated
the use of graphene-like electrodes for OTFTs. For ex-
ample, Liu’s group utilized a patterned metal catalyst
film to grow few-layer graphene electrodes using a
high-temperature (! 800 °C) vapor"liquid"solid
method20 and demonstrated good performance in pen-
tacene OTFTs despite of the high roughness of their
electrodes. In another example, Müllen’s group re-
ported the patterning of solution-deposited RGO films
using oxygen plasma to delineate RGO electrodes and
further demonstrated low-contact resistance of these
electrodes in pentacene OTFTs.29 Our work comple-
ments these previous reports because we (1) propose
several, easily accessible electrode fabrication methods,
(2) explore the effects of the fabrication process on the
RGO electrode efficiency, (3) demonstrate charge injec-
tion into p- and n-channel materials, (4) corroborate

the finding of lowered contact resistance compared to
gold electrodes, and (5) highlight the need to explore
the effect that RGO electrodes have on the growth of
organic semiconductor thin-films.

For this study we selected three different organic
semiconductors as the active OTFT material: pentacene
(p-channel),32 copper(II) hexadecafluorophthalocyanine
(F16CuPc) (n-channel),33 and poly(didodecylquaterthiophene-
alt-didode-cylbithiazole) (PQTBTz-C12) (p-channel).34 The
chemical structures of these materials are shown in Fig-
ure S1 in the Supporting Information. Thin-films of these
materials were deposited onto our RGO electrodes to
form BC OTFTs as detailed in the OTFT fabrication and
methods sections.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preparation and Characterization of RGO Films. All water

used was 18 M# grade. RGO films were spin-coated
from aqueous suspensions of GO on cleaned substrates
followed by reduction of the GO to obtain RGO. The
GO powder was prepared as described previously and
in the methods section.25 Figure 1A is an atomic force
microscopy (AFM) image displaying individual GO
sheets in a submonolayer film; Figure 1B depicts a typi-
cal multilayer film, $20 nm thick. Several reductive
treatments for GO films were investigated as described
in Table S1 in the Supporting Information. We selected
a reductive treatment consisting of a 3 h thermal an-
nealing at 400 °C in an argon environment because it
provided a suitable compromise between process cost,
applicability, electrical conductivity, and electrode work
function. The resulting RGO material had a typical thick-
ness of $15 nm, a work function of 5.01 eV, and a four-
point probe conductivity of 71 S cm"1.

Methodologies for RGO Electrode Patterning. We investi-
gated three different methods of increasing complex-
ity for patterning RGO electrodes in order to determine
the best method for patterning RGO for OTFTs. These
methods are depicted in Schemes 1"3.

Method 1 is the reduce-pattern (R-P) process and it
follows the black line in Scheme 1: (1) spin-coat a GO
film on a transistor substrate; (2) reduce the film; (3) pat-
tern the RGO film using oxygen plasma and a metal
shadow mask. This approach is a simplification of that

Figure 1. Tapping-mode AFM height images of spin-coated GO de-
posited on Si/SiO2 substrates: (A) sum-monolayer coverage, indi-
vidual GO sheets, with approximate lateral dimensions on the order
of 200!400 nm; (B) multilayer, fully connected, $20 nm GO film.

Scheme 1. R-P (black path) and P-R (gray path) fabrication
of RGO electrodes on plain SiO2/Si transistor substrates.
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part to film-morphology considerations.1,41 As will be
shown below, our BC PQTBTz-C12/RGO devices did
achieve higher FET-! than corresponding BC PQTBTz-
C12/gold controls. These observed improvements in
OTFT performance are likely due at least in part to the
influence of RGO electrodes on the morphology of the
semiconductor thin-film, which might facilitate charge
injection. A recent report50 describing the use of RGO as
a gold-modification layer in BC pentacene OTFTs also
concurs that RGO improves charge injection into penta-
cene, achieving a maximum FET-! of 1.3 " 10#1 cm2

V#1 s#1. The benefit of the higher mobilities achieved
using RGO electrodes may be counterbalanced with the
operational issues that arise from the high resistivity of
RGO itself. Thus, under continued operation, devices
bearing RGO electrodes are likely to experience local
heating at the electrode/semiconductor interface,
which could, depending on the temperatures reached,
physically or chemically accelerate the degradation of
the organic semiconductor layer. While such a scenario
might not be too worrisome for proof-of-concept de-
vices and circuits, the issue of high RGO resistivity
should be resolved either by doping or by improved
preparative methods before the material is truly useful
in large-format, heavy use applications.

Figure 6 panels B, D, and F display the output curve
series, or the plot of IDS vs drain-source voltage (VDS),
measured at incremental VG values for pentacene,
F16CuPc, and PQTBTz-C12 on RGO electrodes, respec-
tively. Generally speaking these measurements provide
more information regarding the physics of the devices
than the corresponding transfer curves. As such we can
see the pentacene curves (Figure 6B) have a sublinear
onset, with the bending of the curves becoming more
noticeable as the magnitude of VG increases. In spite of
this feature, the curves achieve excellent saturation be-
havior, although the current scaling between curves is
not fully quadratic. The F16CuPc curves in Figure 6D
show linear onsets with well-developed saturation re-
gions for all VG traces. The scaling increases more rap-
idly than pentacene OTFTs, although it is still not qua-
dratic. To a first approximation the energetics for
charge injection alone do not explain why the penta-

cene has charge injection difficulties since the level of
its highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is re-
ported at 4.96 eV,51 significantly closer to the RGO work-
function (5.01 eV) than the lowest unoccupied molecu-
lar orbital (LUMO) of the F16CuPc, reported at 4.80 eV.52

Importantly, literature reported values often capture
the conditions at the top surface of the semiconductor
films, while additional factors such as interface polariza-
tion53 and local orientation effects of semiconductor
molecules at the contact surface need to be consid-
ered to rationalize charge injection barriers in the ac-
tual devices.54,55 Despite the lower contact resistance
than gold-BC devices, our RGO devices still show signifi-
cant contact resistance at low drain#source voltages.
Finally, Figure 6F shows the curves for the conjugated
polymer. In this case we see a complete shift of the
curves to higher VDS values indicating a significant con-
tact resistance that must be overcome before current
can efficiently flow through the device. The output
traces do reach saturation and seem to show good scal-
ing, yet the inferior quality of this device is clear from
the onset shift and in the instability of the high VG trace.
We propose that the relatively poor performance of
these polymer devices may be partially due to the non-
optimized solution-processing involved in their
fabrication.

Finally, Table 1 compares key performance param-
eters for RGO-based and gold-based OTFTs for each of
the three semiconductors. In every case, currents, mo-
bilities, and ION/IOFF ratios are higher for the RGO-
electrode devices than for the gold electrode devices,
once again suggesting that charge injection is more ef-
ficient at the RGO/organic semiconductor interface. Fur-
thermore we observe that the performance enhance-
ment is slightly higher for small molecules than for the
polymer which might be correlated with film morphol-
ogy effects at the RGO electrodes. For example, average
FET-! is at least a factor of $17" higher in RGO than
in gold for pentacene and F16CuPc, while it is only a fac-
tor of $9" higher in RGO for the conjugated polymer.
This may be related to the greater ease with which small
organic semiconductor molecules form ordered do-
mains in the solid state compared to the larger mol-

TABLE 1. Comparative Transistor Performance of RGO and Gold-Based OTFT Devices

material contact IDS
a av FET-!b max FET-!c Vth

d ION/IOFF
e

pentacene RGO 1.19 " 10#4 % 9% 1.80 " 10#1 % 14% 2.11 " 10#1 #7.0 % 0.6 5.23 " 106

gold 9.95 " 10#6 % 9% 1.05 " 10#2 % 0.2% 1.05 " 10#2 #1.9 % 3.8 5.75 " 105

F16CuPc RGO 1.60 " 10#5 % 26% 2.76 " 10#2 % 23% 3.30 " 10#2 26.1 % 3.4 1.00 " 107

gold 4.41 " 10#7 % 17% 1.10 " 10#3 % 25% 1.38 " 10#3 38.7 % 1.0 6.23 " 105

PQTBTz-C12 RGO 6.34 " 10#6 % 75% 8.96 " 10#3 % 77% 1.47 " 10#2 #11.1 % 9.9 1.04 " 106

gold 4.65 " 10#7 % 13% 1.07 " 10#3 % 15% 1.20 " 10#3 #24.7 % 8.4 3.54 " 104

aAverage drain-source current at the end maximum of the transfer curve, given in amps, dispersion indicated as a relative standard deviation (RSD). bAverage field-effect
mobility given in cm2 V#1 s#1. cMaximum field-effect mobility measured on that material, given in cm2 V#1 s#1. dAverage threshold voltage of OTFT operation, given in volts.
eAverage ratio of the IDS currents in the ON and in the OFF state.
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RGO electrodes in OLEDs and SCs 

thick ITO on glass (sheet resistance !20"/sq), with the
device structure: anode/poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythio-
phene) poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)/N,N=-di-1-
naphthyl-N,N=-diphenyl-1,1=-biphenyl-4,4=diamine
(NPD) (50 nm)/tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq3)
(50 nm)/lithium fluoride (LiF) (0.3 nm)/Al, as shown in
the inset of Figure 2a. Figure 2a shows the current den-
sity and luminance as a function of applied forward
bias for typical devices. OLEDs on graphene have a cur-
rent drive and light emission intensity comparable to
control devices on ITO for current densities !10 mA/
cm2. At current densities #10 mA/cm2, the sheet resis-
tance of graphene leads to a voltage drop in the elec-
trode. Luminance was measured by a flat calibrated
silicon photodetector that captures 67% of the emit-
ted light (see Methods). The OLED turn-on voltage (de-
fined at 0.02 cd/m2) is 4.5 and 3.8 V, and it reaches a lu-
minance of 300 cd/m2 at 11.7 and 9.9 V, for graphene
and ITO anodes, respectively.

In Figure 2b, the external quantum efficiency (EQE)
and luminous power efficiency (LPE) of both graphene-
based and ITO-based OLEDs are shown. The graphene-
based OLED performance nearly matches that of the
ITO control device despite the higher sheet resistance
and different workfunction39 of the graphene anode.
The conductive PEDOT:PSS layer further removes the ef-

fects of small differences in workfunction that may ex-
ist between ITO and graphene.

The nearly identical EQE is surprising because the frac-
tion of optical power that couples out of an OLED struc-
ture depends strongly on the thickness of the various
layers.48,49 The angular and spectral distribution of light
emitted from the organic active layer was modeled as de-
scribed elsewhere.50 Figure 3a shows the simulated opti-
cal power emitted into unbound (UB) air modes, sub-
strate trapped (ST) modes, waveguided (WG) modes, and
surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes at the metal cath-
ode/organic interface, and Table 1 summaries the de-
tailed simulation results. The fraction of photons emitted
into UB modes is the outcoupling efficiency. When spec-
trally integrated, we find that 17% of the optical power
couples out for this OLED structure on both graphene and
ITO, despite the differences in layer structure.47 Figure 3b
shows the calculated spectrally integrated power density
of emitted radiation per unit solid angle into UB optical

Figure 2. (a) Current density (filled symbols) and luminance (open symbols) vs applied forward bias for an OLED on graphene
(squares) and ITO (circles), with OLED device structure anode/PEDOT:PSS/NPD(50 nm)/Alq3(50 nm)/LiF/Al as shown in the in-
set. (b) External quantum efficiency (EQE) (filled symbols) and luminous power efficiency (LPE) (open symbols) for an OLED
on graphene film (squares) and ITO glass (circles). The luminance, EQE, and LPE were adjusted to reflect total front emission
power according to the method described in the Methods.

Figure 3. (a) Simulated angularly integrated spectral density of emitted power into unbound (UB) air modes, substrate-
trapped (ST) modes, wave-guided (WG) modes, and surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes. (b) Simulated spectrally inte-
grated emitted power per unit solid angle for OLEDs on graphene film (blue dash-dotted line) and control ITO (red solid line)
glass. A Lambertian response (black dashed line) is plotted for reference.

TABLE 1. Simulated Fraction of Emitted Optical Power into
the Various Modes Supported by the OLED Structures

air modes ST modes WG modes SPP modes
anode

absorption
metal

absorption

graphene 16.54% 22.86% 15.15% 40.54% 4.01% 0.90%
ITO 17.05% 23.51% 14.59% 40.77% 3.19% 0.88%
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The thickness of graphene films used to fabricate OPV
cells is between 4 and 7 nm, and the corresponding values of
the transmittance and sheet resistance are 85%–95%, and
100 to 500 k! /sq, respectively. The J-V curves of a typical
cell with layer structure of 35 nm CuPc /50 nm C60 /10 nm
BCP on graphene and ITO are shown in Fig. 4!a", where the
graphene film was reduced by vacuum annealing. The short-
circuit current density JSC, open circuit voltage VOC, fill fac-
tor FF, and power conversion efficiency " are 2.1 mA /cm2,
0.48 V, 0.34, and 0.4%, respectively, for the cell on
graphene, and 2.8 mA /cm2, 0.47 V, 0.54, and 0.84%, re-
spectively, for the cell on ITO. The efficiency of the ITO
control device is well below the best published data23,24 for
the material system used because the device structure and
deposition conditions were not optimized. In spite of differ-
ent work functions of graphene !4.4–4.65 eV"25,26 and ITO
!4.5–5.1 eV",27–29 the difference in VOC is #100 mV. This
indicates that VOC is determined by the difference between
Fermi levels of the unintentionally doped donor !CuPc" and
acceptor !C60" materials.30 The lower efficiency of the cell on
graphene is mainly due to a reduced JSC and FF compared to
the cell on ITO, both of which are due to the high sheet
resistance of the graphene film. Furthermore, a smaller shunt
resistance is seen for devices on graphene electrodes, which
leads to an increase in current in reverse bias, in the dark,
and under illumination. Using experimental data for cells on
ITO, J-V curves for the cells on graphene can be reproduced
by including an extra voltage drop due to a series resistor to
the voltage axis and !dark" leakage current due to a shunt
resistance. As shown in Fig. 4!b", the modeled J-V curves
match the experimental data of cells on graphene. The series
resistances used to obtain these fits, R1,series=110 k!,
R2,series=180 k!, and R3,series=420 k!, are very close to the
measured sheet resistances of the graphene films used:
R1=75–150 k!, R2=200 k!, and R3=200 k!–3 M!,
respectively.

In conclusion, we demonstrated that solution-processed
graphene films can be used as a transparent conductive elec-
trode for OPV cells. For film thicknesses of #20 nm, the
optical transmittance is $80%, while the sheet resistance
varies from 5 k! /sqto 1 M! /sq. Compared to control de-
vices on ITO, it was shown that the lower JSC and FF of
bilayer small molecular weight OPV cells are mainly caused
by the high sheet resistance of the graphene thin films. Im-
proved graphene film treatments will be required to improve
the sheet resistance without compromising transmittance. In
addition, processes need to be developed, which are compat-
ible with low-cost flexible substrates.

This work was supported by the National Science Foun-
dation and the Stanford Global Climate and Energy Project.
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FIG. 4. !Color online" !a" Current density voltage !J-V" curves for an OPV
cell with layer structure of 35 nm CuPc /50 nm C60 /10 nm BCP /100 nm Ag
on graphene !circles" and ITO !squares" in the dark !filled symbols" and
under 85 mW /cm2 AM1.5G simulated solar illumination !open symbols".
The sheet resistance and transmittance of the graphene film are
#100 k! /sq and 95%, respectively. !b" J-V curves for OPV cells on ITO
!squares" and three different graphene films !circles, triangles, and inverted
triangles" under AM1.5G simulated solar illumination. Using the data for the
cell on ITO, the J-V curves of the cells on graphene are reproduced by
adding a resistive voltage drop to the voltage axis !solid line, dashed line,
and short dashed line" and a shunt resistance.
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Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grow graphene 
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Co.) by applying soft pressure (!0.2 MPa) between two rollers.
After etching the copper foil in a plastic bath filled with copper
etchant, the transferred graphene film on the tape is rinsed with
deionized water to remove residual etchant, and is then ready to
be transferred to any kind of flat or curved surface on demand.
The graphene film on the thermal release tape is inserted between
the rollers together with a target substrate and exposed to
mild heat (!90–120 8C), achieving a transfer rate of !150–
200 mm min21 and resulting in the transfer of the graphene films

from the tape to the target substrate (Fig. 2b). By repeating
these steps on the same substrate, multilayered graphene films
can be prepared that exhibit enhanced electrical and optical
properties, as demonstrated by Li and colleagues using wet-
transfer methods at the centimetre scale19. Figure 2c shows the
30-inch multilayer graphene film transferred to a roll of 188-mm-
thick polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate. Figure 2d shows
a screen-printing process used to fabricate four-wire touch-screen
panels18 based on graphene/PET transparent conducting films
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Figure 2 | Photographs of the roll-based production of graphene films. a, Copper foil wrapping around a 7.5-inch quartz tube to be inserted into an 8-inch
quartz reactor. The lower image shows the stage in which the copper foil reacts with CH4 and H2 gases at high temperatures. b, Roll-to-roll transfer of
graphene films from a thermal release tape to a PET film at 120 8C. c, A transparent ultralarge-area graphene film transferred on a 35-inch PET sheet.
d, Screen printing process of silver paste electrodes on graphene/PET film. The inset shows 3.1-inch graphene/PET panels patterned with silver electrodes
before assembly. e, An assembled graphene/PET touch panel showing outstanding flexibility. f, A graphene-based touch-screen panel connected to a
computer with control software. For a movie of its operation see Supplementary Information.
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Figure 1 | Schematic of the roll-based production of graphene films grown on a copper foil. The process includes adhesion of polymer supports, copper
etching (rinsing) and dry transfer-printing on a target substrate. A wet-chemical doping can be carried out using a set-up similar to that used for etching.
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though it is difficult to see the graphene on the
SiO2/Si substrate, a similar graphene film from
another Cu substrate transferred on glass clearly
shows that it is optically uniform.

We used Raman spectroscopy to evaluate the
quality and uniformity of graphene on a SiO2/Si
substrate. Figure 2 shows SEM and optical im-
ages with the corresponding Raman spectra and
maps of the D, G, and 2D bands providing in-

formation on the defect density and film thick-
ness. The Raman spectra are from the spots
marked with the corresponding colored circles
shown in the other panels (in Fig. 2, A and B,
green arrows are used instead of circles so as to
show the trilayer region more clearly). The
thickness and uniformity of the graphene films
were evaluated via color contrast under optical
microscope (17) and Raman spectra (7, 18, 19).

The Raman spectrum from the lightest pink
background in Fig. 2B shows typical features of
monolayer graphene: (i) a ~0.5 G–to–2D inten-
sity ratio and (ii) a symmetric 2D band centered
at ~2680 cm–1 with a full width at half maxi-
mumof ~33 cm–1. The second lightest pink flakes
(blue circle) correspond to bilayer graphene, and
the darkest one (green arrow) represents trilayer
graphene. This thickness variation is more clearly
shown in the SEM image in Fig. 2A. The D map
in Fig. 2D, which has been associated with
defects in graphene, is rather uniform and near
the background level, except for regions where
wrinkles are present and close to few-layer
regions. The G and the 2D maps clearly show
the presence of more than one layer in the flakes.
In the wrinkled regions, there are peak height
variations in both the G and 2D bands, and there
is a broadening of the 2D band. An analysis of
the intensity of the optical image over the whole
sample (1 cm by 1 cm) showed that the area with
the lightest pink color is more than 95%, and all
40 Raman spectra randomly collected from this
area show monolayer graphene. There is only a
small fraction of trilayer or few-layer (<10)
graphene (<1%), and the rest is bilayer graphene
(~3 to 4%).

We grew films on Cu as a function of time
and Cu foil thickness under isothermal and iso-
baric conditions. Using the process flow de-
scribed in (15), we found that graphene growth
on Cu is self-limited; growth that proceeded for
more than 60 min yielded a similar structure to
growth runs performed for ~10 min. For times

Fig. 2. (A) SEM image
of graphene transferred
on SiO2/Si (285-nm-thick
oxide layer) showingwrin-
kles, as well as two- and
three-layerregions. (B)Op-
tical microscope image of
the same regions as in (A).
(C) Raman spectra from
themarked spotswith cor-
responding colored circles
or arrows showing thepres-
enceofone, two,andthree
layers of graphene. a.u., ar-
bitrary units. (D to F) Ra-
manmaps of the D (1300
to1400 cm–1), G (1560 to
1620 cm–1), and2D (2660
to 2700 cm–1) bands, re-
spectively (WITec alpha300,
llaser =532nm,~500-nm
spot size, 100! objector).
CCD cts., charge-coupled
device counts. Scale bars,
5 mm.

Fig. 1. (A) SEM image of
graphene on a copper foil with
a growth time of 30 min. (B)
High-resolution SEM image
showing a Cu grain boundary
and steps, two- and three-layer
graphene flakes, andgraphene
wrinkles. Inset in (B) showsTEM
images of folded graphene
edges. 1L, one layer; 2L, two
layers. (C and D) Graphene
films transferred onto a
SiO2/Si substrate and a glass
plate, respectively.
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•  High	  conducKvity	  and	  electron	  mobility	  
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High resolution TEM to show 
the morphology of pentacene 
deposited on graphene vs. a-
carbon:  
•  On graphene pentacene is 

highly crystallized with a 
preferential lattice 
orientation 

•  On a-carbon it shows 
island growth without 
particular orientation 

Pentacene	  on	  graphene	  
(crystalline)	  

Pentacene	  on	  a-‐Carbon	  
(amorphous)	  
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2.2. Doping with AuCl3

AuCl3 is a commonly used compound in doping organic
conducting polymers such as poly(3-alkylthiophene) and
poly(3-octylthiophene) [20, 21]. If graphene could be regarded
as a ! -conjugated polymer from the structural point of view,
the doping mechanism should be similar. When AuCl3
is dissolved in a solvent, depending on the amount of
coordinating agent, a different ionic conformation could result.
Water or acetonitrile preferentially lead to a square planar
geometry of AuCl!4 [20]. In this study we mainly used
nitromethane as a solvent, which is a poor coordinating solvent,
and it is understood that the following reactions will take
place [20]:

2Graphene + 2AuCl3 " 2Graphene+ + AuCl!2 (AuI)

+ AuCl!4 (AuIII) (1)

3AuCl!2 # 2Au0$ + AuCl!4 + 2Cl!. (2)

That is, there is the reduction of AuIII to AuI [20], and
uncoordinated AuI disproportionately to form AuCl!4 , Au0, and
Cl!.

In the presence of excess AuCl3, Cl! coordinates
according to

Cl! + AuCl3 " AuCl!4 . (3)

Furthermore, if other solvents (e.g., water) are used, AuCl!4
can be directly reduced by [22]

AuCl!4 + 3e " Au0$ + 4Cl!. (4)

Graphene could be p-doped via reaction of (1)–(3) or (4) with
different reduction potentials of 1.4 V and 1.0 V, respectively.

The graphene films were doped as a function of
AuCl3 concentration (Sigma Aldrich). 200 µl of mixed
AuCl3 in nitromethane (Sigma Aldrich) with different AuCl3
concentration was dropped onto the graphene film and spun at
2500 rpm for 60 s.

2.3. Measurement

The sheet resistance of the sample was measured by the 4-
probe van der Pauw method. Its surface morphology was
observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (6320V
field-emission high-resolution SEM, JEOL) and atomic
force microscopy (AFM) (Dimension 3100, Veeco). The
transmittance of the sample was obtained by UV–vis–NIR
measurement (Cary 5E, Varian). To confirm the charge
transfer, the sample was analyzed by Raman spectroscopy with
a laser excitation energy of 532 nm (2.33 eV).

3. Result and discussion

3.1. Surface morphology after doping

The number of layers for the graphene films transferred
on 300 nm SiO2/Si is distinguishable by the color contrast
through the optical microscope [18, 23–25]. Figure 1(a)
shows the optical image of CVD-grown graphene transferred
onto 300 nm SiO2/Si. There are some thicker graphene
layers which grew between Ni grain boundaries. The inset
in figure 1(a) indicated the different reflectivities at 532 nm

Figure 2. Sheet resistance measurement (Rs) (a) before and after
AuCl3 doping as a function of AuCl3 concentration and (b) doping
stability with time evolution at room temperature under ambient
atmosphere.

(green color) for monolayer and bilayer graphene. This is a
very useful method to distinguish the number of layers up to
three layers [18]. The PMMA was completely removed, as
shown in the AFM image in figure 1(c). The roughness of
the transferred graphene film measured by the AFM was less
than 0.3 nm. We found the neutralization process was very
important to remove the PMMA with the annealing process.
After doping with 5 mM AuCl3, the Au particles in figure 1(b)
were uniformly formed on the graphene film. Because the
reduction potentials of AuIII, which are 1.4 and 1.0 V for
reaction (1)–(3) and reaction (4), respectively, are higher than
that of graphene, 0.22 V [26, 27]7, AuIII can be easily reduced
on the graphene. The density of Au particles increased as the
doping concentration increased (see the supporting information
(SI) figure S1 available at stacks.iop.org/Nano/21/285205/
mmedia). The gold particles formed on the graphene surface
were further confirmed by energy dispersive x-ray analysis
(EDX) (see the supplementary data, figure S2 available at
7 The reduction potential of graphene can be calculated as W/e =
V (versus NHE)+4.44(V ), where W is the work function of graphene and V is
the reduction potential versus a normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) [26]. Since
the work function of graphene is 4.66 eV, the reduction potential of graphene
is 0.22 V [27].
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As	  the	  concentraKon	  of	  AuCl3	  increases,	  sheet	  resistance	  decreases	  

high enough electrical conductivity is required for good
electrodes.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that continuous
large-area graphene thin films can be synthesized by
vacuum graphitization and ambient pressure chemical
vapor deposition (APCVD) methods.29!34 In this contri-
bution, we use graphene films formed by chemical va-
por deposition (CVD-G) as an ultrathin transparent elec-
trode. We demonstrated that the work function of
graphene can be tuned by AuCl3 doping. AuCl3 is a
commonly used compound in doping organic conduc-
tors. The AuIII can be reduced to Au particles by the
charge transfer from graphene which results in p-type
doping behavior of graphene. AuCl3 has been chosen
for the stability of its doping effect. The surface poten-
tial change of graphene as a function of doping time
was studied by measuring the contact potential differ-
ence (CPD) using Kelvin probe microscopy. Silicon pho-
tovoltaic devices with graphene electrodes were fabri-
cated as a demonstration of the advantages of using
CVD-G electrodes with tunable work function.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The images from the atomic force micrscopy (AFM)

in Figure 1A!D and from scanning Kelvin probe micros-
copy (SKPM) in Figure 1A=!D= show the effect of AuCl3

doping time on the surface morphology and surface
potential of CVD-G, respectively. With longer doping
time, it was observed that the size of Au particles be-
came larger and the morphology changed. The forma-
tion of Au particles on CVD-G can be understood from
an electrochemical perspective since the reduction po-
tential of AuCl4

! ion (1.0 V) is higher than the reduction
potential of graphene (0.22 V).35 In aqueous solutions,
AuCl3 forms a square planar complex, AuCl4

!, and the
following reaction takes place on graphene:36

We noticed that for samples with 20 s doping time,
the Au particles uniformly cover the surface of the
graphene film. For less than 20 s doping, Au particles
tend to form on the wrinkles and thicker layers of CVD-
G.37 As the doping time increases over 20 s, larger Au
particles form and the size distribution of Au particles
becomes broader. The SKPM images in Figure 1 indicate
that the measured surface potential (Vsur) of Au par-
ticles is higher than adjacent graphene region (where
color contrast is lower), and the Vsur difference between
Au particles and graphene is from "0.3 to "0.8 V, de-
pending on the Au particle size. The Vsur of Au particles
is always more positive than that of adjacent graphene
regions, suggesting that the doping caused by Au par-
ticles is p-type on graphene (i.e., Au particles receive
electrons from graphene), which is consistent with the
chemical reaction 1. This hole doping process results in
the work function shift of the CVD-G. Figure 1E plots

the Vsur shift (#Vsur) versus various AuCl3 doping times.
Since the CPD method relies on the stability of the work
function of AFM tips and is also sensitive to the mea-
surement environment, such as humidity and electric
grounding, we took the Vsur as the averaged value over
an area of 1 $m % 1 $m and the as-grown CVD-G film
was used as a standard reference. Thus, #Vsur value are
relative to the pristine as-grown sample:

For doping time less than 20 s, Vsur monotonically in-
creases with doping time to about 0.5 V, and as the
doping time further increases, the Vsur reduces slightly.
Thus SKPM data indicate that the work function of
CVD-G can be tuned by chemical doping and exposing
to AuCl3 results in electrons being withdrawn from
CVD-G by the formation of Au particles, which give rise
to an up-shift of Vsur. The surface potential measure-
ments were consistent with electric transport measure-
ments of CVD-G field-effect transistors in our previous
experiments.38 The slight down-shift for longer doping

AuCl4
- + 3e f Au0 V +4Cl- (1)

Figure 1. AFM images for as-grown CVD-G on 300 nm Ni (A)
and those doped with AuCl3 for (B) 5 s, (C) 25 s, (D) 45 s.
(A=!D=) Corresponding SKPM images. (E) Surface potential
CVD-G on Ni substrate as a function of AuCl3 doping time.

!Vsur)Vsur(sample after doping) -
Vsur! (as-grown graphene) (2)
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the boundary between the pristine region (blue circle
in Figure 3b) and the NP-modified region (red circle) on
the SLG are displayed in Figure 3c. While the Raman
spectrum of pristine SLG (blue trace) exhibits the
typical spectral characteristics of the G and 2D bands,
the NP-modified SLG (red trace) shows not only a
varied intensity ratio of I(2D)/I(G) but also additional
peaks around 1200-1400 cm-1, ascribable to the
Raman signals for the NP molecules spectroscopi-
cally enhanced by underlying SLG.27 As depicted in
Figure 3d,e, the homogeneous modification of SLG
with NP is also evidenced by the Raman-shift images,
where the Raman-shifts caused by NP-modification at
the G band (Δν!!8 cm-1) and at the 2D band (Δν!
!9 cm-1) are clearly seen. The up-shifts of Raman
signals due to the NP-modification have also been
demonstrated to be characteristic of the p-type doping
of SLG.7,17,25 With this Raman imaging technique, we
are able to visualize the chemically formed p-n junc-
tion and to verify the uniformity and the extent to
which the SLG sheets were chemically modified.
Next, the electrical transport in the SLG devices is

investigated. To prepare the SLG p-n junctions, pris-
tine SLG sheets were first exfoliated onto a SiO2/Si
substrate which was precoated with hexamethyldisila-
zane (HMDS) to prevent ambient water from over-
laying the ionized silanol groups on the SiO2/Si
substrate28,29 (Supporting Information section S4). A

commercial TEM grid was then used as a shield mask
to define two contact pads. After the TEM grid was
aligned to the SLG sheets, metal contacts of Ti/Au
(5/55 nm) were deposited by e-beam evaporation
in vacuum, with a base pressure of "2 " 10-7 Torr.
The as-fabricated SLG transistors were subsequently
annealed at 350 !C for 6 h in an ultrahigh-vacuum
chamber with a base pressure of "3 " 10-9 Torr. The
SLG transistors were then transferred into a He purged
atmosphere of 20 Torr and were heated at 110 !C for
1.5 h to further remove water and/or oxygen adsorbed
on the SLG devices during the transfer process. We
performed 2-probe electrical measurements on the
SLG transistors using a standard lock-in technique with
a current bias of IAC = 100 nArms. Differential resistance
is defined as R = dVsd/dI, where Vsd is the source-drain
voltage. The quantum Hall effect (QHE) was measured
at T = 1.9 K with a maximum magnetic field of B = 9 T
perpendicular to the SLG sheets. It is noted that, in the
two-terminal geometry, the measured resistance in-
cludes the graphene resistance and the contact resis-
tance, while its effects are discussed in Supporting
Information section S5.
Figure 4a shows the resistivity F as a function of VG

for a SLG device before (black) and after (red) mod-
ification with NP. The charge neutrality point (CNP) is
observed to move from -3 to 11 V, which is, again,
characteristic of the p-type doping caused by NP
molecules and is consistent with the surface-potential
measurements by KPM and the Raman spectroscopic
results discussed above. The induced carrier density,
deduced from the voltage difference at the CNP, can
be estimated to be 1 " 1012 cm-2. The mobility of the
charge carriers in pristine SLG before functionalization
is 15 000 cm2/(V s) for holes and 15 200 cm2/(V s) for
electrons. The high carrier mobilities in the SLG device
convincingly demonstrate a well-controlled surface
condition as a consequence of both substrate treat-
ment and postfabrication annealing (Supporting In-
formation section S4). This clean graphene surface is
absolutely crucial for the subsequent modification and
the resulting doping effects. After functionalization,
the NP-modified SLG device exhibits the carrier mobi-
lity of 8900 cm2/(V s) for holes and 4400 cm2/(V s) for
electrons. The doping molecules inevitably introduce
an extra source of carrier scattering and degrade the
carrier mobility; however, the mobility remains suffi-
ciently high, as evidenced by the observation of dis-
tinct QHE that is discussed in the following section. To
explore the bipolar characteristics of graphene, an-
other SLG device wasmodified with n-type dopant PEI.
The n-type dopant DANwas not used because the CNP
shift was found to be very small by flowing solutions
containing DAN through a microfluidic channel. The
measured F-VG curves for the PEI-doped device are
shown in Figure 4b. The CNP of the PEI-doped SLG is
seen to move from 0 to-3 V, a trend opposite to what

Figure 3. Raman imaging analysis of a partially modified
graphene. (a) An optical micrograph of a SLG sheet partially
modified with NP. (b) A spatially resolved Raman image of
the partially NP-modified SLG obtained by Ramanmapping
over the area enclosed by the black dashed square in panel
a. The spatially resolved Raman image represents the
intensity ratio of I(2D)/I(G) on the 0-12 scale. The white
scale bar is 3 μm. (c) Raman spectra for the two marked
spots in panel b near the boundary between the pristine
and NP-modified sections (the blue and red circles). (d, e)
Raman mapping for the NP-modified SLG sheet in panel b:
these images represent the G band absorption at
1575-1600 cm-1 (d) and the 2D band absorption at
2670-2730 cm-1 (e). These Raman mapping results reveal
not only the homogeneity of the NP-modified area of SLG
and its clear boundary with the pristine area, but also the
Raman-shifts in the G band (Δν ! !8 cm-1) and 2D band
(Δν ! !9 cm-1) of SLG due to NP-modification.

A
RTIC

LE

Y	  Chen,	  ACS	  Nano,	  2011,	  3,	  26051	  

By	  having	  complementary	  doping,	  p-‐n	  juncKons	  can	  be	  created.	  

15	  



1)  SubsKtute	  C	  in	  the	  lance	  

	  J	  Gong,	  Nano	  Leh.	  2010,	  10,	  4975	  

2)  Physically	  adsorbed	  gaseous	  molecules	  

	  K.S.	  Noveselov.	  Nature	  Materials	  	  2007,	  6,	  652	  

Doping to control graphene Fermi level 

LimitaKon:	  disrupts	  the	  honey	  comb	  
lance	  of	  graphene	  	  

LimitaKon:	  not	  a	  stable	  doping	  way,	  
tend	  to	  dissociate	  from	  the	  surface	  

16	  



L	  Li,	  Small	  2009,	  5,1422	  

3)  Noncovalent	  binding	  of	  nongaseous	  organic	  molecules	  	  

Ø  Stable;	  
Ø  Preserving	  the	  honeycomb	  structure.	  

Doping to control graphene Fermi level 

Pyrene	  derivaKves	  bearing	  withdrawing	  or	  donaKng	  funcKonal	  groups	  

17	  



P	  Wei,	  Z	  Bao,	  J.	  Am.	  Chem.	  Soc.	  2012,	  134,	  3999	  
P	  Wei,	  Z	  Bao,	  J.	  Am.	  Chem.	  Soc.	  2010,	  132,	  8852	  

2-‐(2-‐Methoxyphenyl)-‐1,3-‐dimethyl-‐1H-‐benzoimidazol-‐3-‐ium	  Iodide	  

•  o-‐MeO-‐DMBI	  is	  air-‐stable	  and	  can	  be	  stored	  and	  handled	  in	  air	  for	  extended	  
periods	  without	  degradaKon	  

•  SoluKon	  process	  or	  vacuum	  deposiKon	  

Design new n-type dopant 

Can	  we	  tune	  the	  Fermi	  level	  of	  graphene	  using	  this	  molecule?	  

18	  



Process of doping graphene 
1.	  Transfer	  graphene	  and	  fabricate	  graphene	  devices	  

Graphene/Cu	  foil	  

2.	  Spin-‐coaKng	  of	  n-‐type	  dopant	  

BCB	  modified	  SiO2/Si	  

Au	  
Au	  

SiO2/Si	  

BCB	  

Graphene	  

Peng	  Wei†;	  Nan	  Liu†;	  Z	  Bao*,	  Nano	  Leh.	  2013,	  13,	  1890	  19	  



Transport behavior before and after n-doping 

R	  

R	  

Before	  doping:	  p-‐type;	  axer	  doping:	  n-‐type	  

Peng	  Wei†;	  Nan	  Liu†;	  Z	  Bao*,	  Nano	  Leh.	  2013,	  13,	  1890	  
20	  

Transfer	  curves:	  charge	  neutrality	  points	  
(CNPs)	  shix	  downwards.	  
IndicaKng:	  p-‐type	  to	  ambipolar	  to	  n-‐type	  



Raman studies before and after n-doping 

§  Doping	  of	  graphene	  up-‐shixs	  the	  G	  peak	  posiKon	  and	  decreases	  peak	  width	  
§  The	  G	  peak	  posiKon	  (width)	  is	  at	  minimum	  (maximum)	  at	  the	  0.01	  and	  0.1	  mg/ml,	  

suggesKng	  it	  is	  tuned	  to	  be	  intrinsic	  
§  Further	  increase	  dopant	  concentraKon	  upshixs	  the	  G	  peak	  posiKon	  and	  decreases	  

peak	  width,	  suggesKng	  it	  is	  tuned	  to	  be	  heavily	  n-‐doped	  

Peng	  Wei†;	  Nan	  Liu†;	  Z	  Bao*,	  Nano	  Leh.	  2013,	  13,	  1890	  21	  



UPS study before and after n-doping 

•  0.5eV	  shix	  of	  work	  funcKon	  by	  n-‐type	  doping	  
•  This	  indicates	  an	  interfacial	  charge	  transfer	  from	  the	  n-‐type	  dopant	  to	  the	  

underlying	  graphene	  	  	  

Peng	  Wei†;	  Nan	  Liu†;	  Z	  Bao*,	  Nano	  Leh.	  2013,	  13,	  1890	  

Ultraviolet	  photoelectron	  spectroscopy	  (UPS):	  	  

22	  



Application 1: inverter 

Peng	  Wei†;	  Nan	  Liu†;	  Z	  Bao*,	  Nano	  Leh.	  2013,	  13,	  1890	  

p-‐GFET	  
n-‐GFET	  

“0”	  

“1”	  

An	  inverter	  behavior:	  output	  level	  at	  low;	  input	  level	  at	  high	  

A	  complementary	  inverter,	  that	  integrates	  both	  p-‐	  and	  n-‐	  type	  graphene	  transistors	  

23	  



Application 2: p-n junction 

X	  Xu,	  Nature	  Nanotechnology	  2012,	  7,	  114	  

Using	  dual	  gates	  to	  fabricate	  graphene	  p-‐n	  juncKon	  as	  a	  photosensing	  device	  

•  It	  requires	  4	  terminals	  to	  operate	  the	  device,	  which	  complicates	  both	  
fabricaKon	  and	  the	  operaKon	  of	  the	  photodetector.	  

•  Metal	  top	  gates	  prevent	  creaKon	  of	  flexible,	  all-‐transparent	  
photodetectors	  

Can	  we	  use	  chemical	  doping	  to	  create	  p-‐n	  juncKons	  to	  address	  these	  challenges?	  	  

24	  



Summary I 

•  O-‐MeO-‐DMBI	  is	  an	  efficient	  n-‐dopant	  for	  graphene	  
•  New	  device	  structures	  (flexible	  and	  all	  transparent	  graphene	  photodetectors)are	  

enabled	  by	  chemical	  n-‐doping	  

25	  



Outline 

1)  Bao	  Group	  research	  on	  soluKon	  processed	  graphene	  

b)	  	  	  To	  open	  up	  band	  gap	  

2)	  	  	  To	  control	  graphene	  electronic	  properKes	  via	  graphene-‐
organic	  interface	  

a)	  	  To	  control	  Fermi	  level	  	  
p-‐type	   n-‐type	  

26	  



Why bandgap? 

Band	  structure	  

Transport	  curves	  

•  The	  applicaKon	  of	  graphene	  in	  digital	  electronics	  is	  limited	  by	  its	  lack	  of	  a	  band	  gap.	  	  
•  No	  full	  turn-‐off;	  poor	  on/off	  raKo;	  large	  staKc	  power	  consumpKon	  

27	  



Bandgap in GNR 

H	  Dai,	  Science	  2008,	  319,	  1229	  	  

GNR	  below	  10	  nn	  will	  result	  in	  a	  sufficient	  band	  gap	  and	  large	  
on/off	  raKo	  for	  room	  temperature	  operaKon.	  

28	  
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1.	  Unzipping	  CNTs	  

Methods of GNR Synthesis 

	  2.	  Epitaxial	  growth	  on	  templated	  SiC	  

W	  de	  Heer,	  Nature,	  2014,	  506,	  349	  

W	  de	  Heer,	  Nature	  Nanotechnology,	  2010,	  5,	  729	  	  

LimitaKon:	  width	  about	  40	  nm	  
The	  problem	  is	  that	  direct	  growth	  of	  sub-‐10	  nm	  
ribbons	  has	  not	  been	  possible.	  

Can	  we	  use	  polymer	  template	  to	  push	  the	  dimensionality	  
down	  below	  the	  criKcal	  width?	  	  

29	  

H	  Dai,	  Nature	  2009,	  458,	  877	  

Etching	  of	  MWNTs	  partly	  embedded	  in	  polymer	  films	  

LimitaKon:	  scalable	  fabricaKon	  



DNA Bio-template to GNRs 
2.	  Phosphate	  backbones	  act	  as	  metal	  binding	  
sites	  to	  catalyze	  the	  growth	  of	  graphiKc	  
structures	  

1.  DNA	  width	  ~2	  nm	  

3.	  Easily	  aligned	  with	  a	  molecular	  combing	  method,	  
which	  can	  pre-‐pahern	  GNRs	  by	  DNA	  template	  for	  
large	  scale	  circuits	  

A	  Bensimon,	  Science,	  1997,	  277,	  1518	  
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Templated growth of GNRs 

Before	  CVD	   Axer	  CVD	  

Morphology	  of	  the	  post-‐growth	  surface	  duplicate	  that	  of	  
the	  DNA	  template	  (1D	  parallel	  lines)	  	  

Height	  comparison	  indicates	  that	  the	  formaKon	  of	  these	  
1D	  features	  are	  templated	  by	  DNA	  Morphology	  of	  the	  post-‐growth	  surface	  duplicate	  that	  of	  

the	  DNA	  template	  (cross	  bar)	  

Axer	  CVD	  

A	  Sokolov†,	  F.	  Yap†,	  N	  Liu,	  Z	  Bao,	  Nature	  Comm	  2013,4:2402	  31	  



Structure of GNRs 

G	  band	  

Intensity	  map	  of	  G	  peak	  

•  Raman	  spectra	  of	  DNA	  template	  and	  the	  the	  post	  growth	  materials	  at	  
different	  CVD	  condiKons	  

•  Strongest	  G	  peak	  when	  using	  H2/CH4	  with	  Cu	  
•  Maps	  of	  G	  peak	  localized	  the	  1D	  structure:	  G	  band	  signals	  are	  localized	  on	  

these	  1D	  structures	  

A	  Sokolov†,	  F.	  Yap†,	  N	  Liu,	  Z	  Bao,	  Nature	  Comm	  2013,4:2402	  

CVD graphene, the D peak is not present, owing to low defect
density. For laterally confined graphene structures, the D band is
commonly observed because of the increased contribution of
graphene edges37. The ID/IG increases as the width of the GraNRs
decreases, because of higher contribution of the edge effect37. Our
directly grown GraNRs exhibit broadened D and G peaks, with
full-width half-maximum of 100 and 62 cm! 1, respectively,
implying disorder in the carbon network. A strong signature for
single-layer graphene is the two-dimensional peak at 2,680 cm! 1.
However, for GraNRs with widths o10 nm, this feature is
suppressed (see Supplementary Fig. S8)37,38.

A Raman spectrum was obtained for DNAs without Cu2" ions
treated with Ar (Fig. 3a, blue) or H2 at 1,000 !C (Fig. 3a, red).
Although AFM showed that nanofibres were present in both cases
(see Supplementary Fig. S9), the Raman spectra did not exhibit
either D or G peaks, suggesting that the fibres were likely
amorphous carbon. For H2-only (Fig. 3a, red) and SGP without
Cu2" conditions (Fig. 3a, green), the intensity of the D and G
peaks was weak, indicating a significant decrease in graphitic
content. The Raman is in correspondence with the XPS showing
that a significant amount of sp2 carbon is formed only for
metalized DNA exposed to SGP. It is likely that some sp3 carbons
or amorphous sp2 carbons remain in the structure, and the term
GraNR is appropriate. To confirm that the Raman signal could
indeed be assigned to the GraNRs and not random sp2 carbon
contaminants, a two-dimensional G-peak Raman map was taken
over a 5# 5-mm scan area (Fig. 3b). Although the GraNRs were
on a rough background with a lot of organic deposit, the deposits
did not contribute to the Raman signal (see Supplementary
Fig. S10). Interestingly, it was observed that the background
became cleaner in the post-Raman characterization. This can be
attributed to the laser burning away the organic deposits, whereas
leaving the GraNRs intact. The zoom in phase image (see
Supplementary Fig. S10d) shows that the GraNRs are clearly
intact after exposure to the laser. However, because of image
roughness, an accurate analysis of the thickness changes could
not be carried out.

TEM characterization of GraNR structures. To understand the
extent of GraNR crystallinity, as well as definitively confirm the
presence of graphene domains, we carried out high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments. Owing to
difficulties in transferring the as-grown GraNRs to a TEM grid,
the direct growth of GraNRs suspended over a holey membrane
was carried out. The process is challenging, as the growth process
can result in a loss of GraNR integrity, leading to a collapse of the
ribbon. We overcame this challenge by suspending thicker DNA
over a holey Si3N4 TEM grid. In this configuration, we could
occasionally observe suspended nanoribbons across the hole. The
typical width of observed nanoribbons was between 10 and 50 nm
(Fig. 4a). The increased thickness was expected owing to the
choice of thicker DNA bundles. At the edge of the nanoribbons,
we clearly saw the lattice fringes with 0.34 nm spacing (Fig. 4b),
consistent with interlayer distance in graphitic structures. This
strongly indicates that we have successfully synthesized GraNRs
containing regions of graphitic and amorphous carbon.

Electrical characterization of GraNR structures. To prepare
GraNR-based electrical devices, we used 100 nm Si3N4 on silicon,
which provided an expanded thermal window for GraNR growth
without dielectric degradation39. The electrical performance of
the GraNRs synthesized utilizing SGP was measured by
fabricating three-terminal back-gated FETs (Fig. 5a and see
Supplementary Fig. S11). The yield of the devices was high
(B90%). Failure was typically because of pinholes in the

dielectric, preventing device characterization. However, all char-
acterized devices demonstrated sustained current, implying that
continuity of the GraNRs was achieved on the B5 mm scale. In
contrast, the nanofibres obtained from annealed DNAs without
Cu2" ions were non-conducting, confirming that the DNAs are
converted to GraNRs only in the presence of metal ions. How-
ever, utilizing Si3N4 as the dielectric only gave rise to metallic
GraNRs. The IDS!VDS curve of the GraNR device is shown in
Fig. 5b, with conductivity estimated to be 6.7 S cm ! 1. This value
is several orders of magnitude lower than the conductivity of
lithographically etched GraNRs, suggesting that our GraNRs
contain defects (for example, sp3 carbons) or amorphous sp2

carbon regions. We additionally evaluated the device in a three-
terminal FET architecture (see Supplementary Fig. S12). The
transfer plot showed p-type transistor behaviour with the Dirac
point at " 7 V (ref. 6). The conducting property of the GraNRs
was further confirmed by molecular n-type charge-transfer
doping to give n-type GraNR transistors with a Dirac point
shifted to ! 10 V. The on/off ratio in the p-type GraNR device
was approximately three, whereas the n-type device was
approximately two. The detailed characterization of doping is
provided in the Supplementary Note 1.

During our studies on the influence of the growth conditions
on the behaviour of the GraNRs in electrical devices, we
fabricated FETs utilizing SiO2 as the gate dielectric. The use of
SiO2 necessitated that the growth temperature be kept to a
maximum of 800 !C to avoid increased leakage associated with
the thermal breakdown of the dielectric. The resulting electrical
behaviour of the GraNRs was found to significantly depend on
the temperature and humidity of the environment. At standard
laboratory conditions, the GraNRs were mostly insulating.
However, when the devices were subsequently characterized
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Figure 4 | TEM of GraNRs suspended over a holey Si3N4 membrane.
(a) GraNR suspended over a hole in the membrane. Scale bar, 50 nm
(b) High resolution image of the GraNR showing the 0.34-nm lattice
spacing consistent with interlayer stacking of graphene within the
GraNR. Scale bar, 2 nm.
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2	  nm	  

•  TEM	  further	  confirms	  the	  formaKon	  of	  GNR	  from	  DNA	  templates	  
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Electrical properties of GNRs 

under elevated humidity and temperature, we found that the
conductivity of the GraNRs significantly increased. At 73%
relative humidity and 35 oC, the devices demonstrated peak IDS of
1–10 mA. Moreover, the devices behaved as semiconductors with
on/off ratios between 100 and 500 (see Supplementary
Figs S13 and S14). We hypothesize that this effect is due to both
an increase in the conductivity of the sp3 portion as well as an
increase in the bandgap of the graphitic sp2 portion of the
GraNRs40–43. An exemplary device using the semiconducting
GraNRs showing a mobility of 0.21 cm2 V! 1 s! 1 and an on/off
ratio of 192 is shown in Fig. 5c. Owing to the significantly
improved on/off ratios, the devices were termed semiconducting.
The detailed characterization of the semiconducting devices is
provided in the Supplementary Note 2.

Discussion
In this paper, we have demonstrated a bottom-up synthesis
method of aligned GraNRs using a DNA template. The
arrangement of the DNA is tuneable allowing access to cross-
bar architectures from two perpendicularly aligned DNA
bundles28,44 (Fig. 1d) or potentially exotic structures via DNA
origami30. The facile transfer of DNA patterns (that is, cross-bar
DNA stamps) means that DNAs can be placed into ordered
arrays or within pre-determined patterns (for example, circuit
layout) over large areas45, thereby opening the way for large-scale
production of graphene-based nanoribbon FETs. The ability to
align the DNAs on the surface before growth negates the need for
post-growth assembly. Moreover, DNA provides a convenient
platform for the exchange of metal catalysts or base-pair
structures, leading to desired shapes and functionalities of the
carbon architectures46. Characterization of the as-grown GraNRs
suggests that the nanoribbons consist of a mixture of graphitic
and amorphous carbon domains. These results are supported by
the high-resolution TEM images, as fringes clearly corresponding
to interlayer distance in graphitic structures are observed. The
combination of graphitic and amorphous carbon is supported by
XPS results as well as conductivity measurements within FETs.
Interestingly, the use of SiO2 as the dielectric resulted in the
formation of semiconducting GraNRs. We attribute the
semiconducting behaviour of the resulting ribbons to a surface
effect on the catalytic growth mechanism of GraNRs. We
hypothesize that the use of a SiO2 surface results in higher-
quality graphitic regions, intermixed with regions of amorphous
carbon, akin to islands of nanoscale graphene within an
amorphous carbon ribbon. The amorphous carbon ribbons
behave as resistors in series with the graphitic regions of the
GraNRs. Thus, a gating of the graphitic regions is observed, in

series with large channel resistance provided by the amorphous
carbon. The additional channel resistance imparted by the regions
of amorphous carbon may explain the high voltages used to drive
the GraNRs. In GraNRs grown on Si3N4, the ribbon contains
increased graphitic character; however, it is of lower
semiconducting quality. In these ribbons, conducting behaviour
is observed, utilizing lower voltages. Although the exact
mechanism of GraNR growth is unknown, we believe that this
provides critical evidence on the impact of surface chemistry on
nanoscale ribbons growth. Mechanistic understanding of GraNR
growth, quantification of the defect/amorphous carbon content
and improvements in the crystalline graphene content are
expected to significantly increase GraNR device performance.

In the future, although further improvements in growth and
understanding of the mechanism are needed, our method opens
up a new direction for the direct growth of GraNRs. The catalysed
growth of graphene via reduction of metal salts will undoubtedly
result in novel carbon architectures. Future work on the
characterization of GraNRs with atomic resolution scanning
tunnelling microscopy will provide insight into edge structures
and growth mechanisms. Finally, the use of growth conditions
similar to CVD graphene may be used to prepare both electrodes
and semiconductors in a single step, leading to direct growth of
all-graphene integrated circuits.

Methods
Materials. Phenyltrimethoxysilane (PTS), aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES)
(Gelest), trimethylamine, 99% (Fisher Scientific), SiO2 and Si3N4 wafers, Lambda
DNA (New England Biolabs), copper nitrate (ACROS), PELCO 8 nm silicon
dioxide membrane TEM grid (Ted Pella), 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic sodium
salt (Sigma), Sylgard Silicone Elastomer Kit (Dow Corning) were used as received.

PTS modification of SiO2 and Si3N4 wafers. The 300 nm silicon dioxide and
100 nm silicon nitride wafers were exposed to oxygen plasma at 150 W, 250 mTorr,
for 5 min. The wafers were then immersed in a 0.3% (v/v) PTS and 15% (v/v)
triethylamine solution in toluene for 16 h. The wafers were rinsed and sonicated in
toluene two times to remove the non-covalently attached molecules.

Preparation of DNA templates. MES buffer (50 mM) is prepared by dissolving
2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic sodium salt in deionized water and adjusting the
pH to 5.5 using sodium hydroxide. Lambda DNA was diluted in MES buffer to
30 mg ml! 1 with 30 mM NaCl. The DNA solution is dispensed onto the chips and
incubated for 2 min before spin coating at 1 krpm for 30 s. The substrates are then
immersed in 0.1 M Cu(NO3)2 for 5 min. As the substrate is quite hydrophobic, the
solution de-wets from the substrate and no rinsing is required.

DNA film. The 300-nm silicon dioxide chips were exposed to oxygen plasma.
A 500 mg ml! 1 DNA solution was dispensed onto the chip and spin-coated at
3 krpm. The wafer was briefly rinsed with deionized water to remove the residual
buffer salts. The AFM image of the film is shown in Supplementary Fig. S1.
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Figure 5 | Electrical analysis of GraNRs. (a) SEM of GraNRs bridging electrodes. Scale bar, 1 mm. (b) IDS!VDS plot for the metallic GraNRs. (c) Transfer
plot of the semiconducting GraNRs functioning as a FET measured at 73% relative humidity and 35 !C.
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1	  μm	  

•  Channel	  length	  about	  5	  um	  with	  ~10	  GNRs	  between	  S	  and	  D	  electrodes	  
•  Linear	  I-‐V	  curve	  
•  p-‐type	  transistor	  with	  an	  on/off	  raKo	  ~200	  
•  First	  Kme	  proof	  of	  concept	  that	  sub-‐10	  nm	  ultra-‐thin	  GNRs	  can	  be	  synthesized	  by	  

polymer	  templates	  over	  a	  large	  scale	  
	  
	  

A	  Sokolov†,	  F.	  Yap†,	  N	  Liu,	  Z	  Bao,	  Nature	  Comm	  2013,4:2402	  

A	  sufficiently	  narrow	  GNR	  to	  funcKon	  as	  FETs	  at	  RT	  
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Summary II 

•  First	  demonstraKon	  of	  large	  scale,	  DNA	  templated	  sub-‐10-‐nm	  GNR	  growth	  
•  Dimensionality-‐enhanced	  on/off	  raKo	  of	  GNR-‐FET	  device	  

•  Understanding	  the	  effect	  of	  polymer	  templates	  
•  Design,	  synthesis	  and	  applicaKon	  of	  novel	  polymer	  templates	  for	  GNR	  growth	  
•  IntegraKon	  of	  polymer-‐derived	  GNR	  with	  electronic	  skin	  devices	  

DNA	  with	  Cu2+	  

GNRs	  
CVD	  

Current	  effort:	  
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Conclusion 

b)	  	  	  To	  open	  up	  band	  gap:	  DNA	  to	  GNRs	  

To	  control	  graphene	  electronic	  properKes	  via	  graphene-‐organic	  interface	  

a)	  	  To	  control	  Fermi	  level:	  n-‐type	  doping	  	  

Graphene-‐organic	  molecules	   Graphene-‐polymer	  

DNA	  with	  Cu2+	  

GNRs	  
CVD	  
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